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Arsrnacr
At the Overlook gold mine in northeastern Washington, a fayalite-bearing assemblage of iron silicates, magnetite,
and pyrrhotite, plus quartz and calcite, formed during alteration of a Permian volcanogenic, carbonate-rich, massive
magnetite-sulfide seafloor deposit. The temperature of fluid inclusion homogenization, oxygen isotope ratios, and phase
equilibrium calculations constrai-n the temperature of the fayalite-forming environment to approximately 300'C. The fayalite
is close to end-member composition, Fags_qe,
and the greenalite and minnesotaite are conespondingly Fe-rich. No grunerite has
been found. The paragenetic sequence fayalite -+ greenalite -t minnesotaite -+ quartz represents infiltration at approximately
300"C of an initially very reducing, Fe-rich hydrothermal fluid that became progressively more SiO2-rich. Provisional
thermodynamic data for greenalite are presented, and these are used to construct P-T-a(SiOJ phase diagrams for the system
FeO-SiOr-H2O. Phase relations in this system differ opologically from those in the analogue system MgO-SiO-HrO
by virtue
of the HrO-conserved reaction: talc + olivine = MgFe-amphibole + serpentine, which proceeds from left to right with an
increase in Fe:Mg ratio of the system. One sample contains in addition to greenalite an iron-dominant serpentine with ideal
serpentine stoichiometry, Fe : Si = 3 : 2.
Keryords: hydrothermal fayalite, greenalite, minnesotaite, FMSH system, Overlook gold mine, Washington.

Son {erne
A Ia mine d'or de Overlook, dans le secteurnord-est de 1'6tatde Washington, nous avons d6couvert un assemblagei fayalite
contenant des silicates de fer, magndtite et pyrrhotite, en plus de quartz et calcite, form6 lors de I'alt6ration au permien d'un
amas de magn6tite et de sulfues d'origine volcanog6nique, riche en carbonate, issu d'un milieu de ride oc6anique. La
temp6rature d'homog6n6isation des inclusions fluides, les rapports isotopiques de I'oxygbne, et les calculs des relations de
phases d l'6quilibre limitent la temp6rature du milieu de formation de la fayalite tr environ 300'C. La fayalite possdde une
composition proche du p6le, Far.rr, et la greenalite de m€me que la minnesotaite lui sont conformes dans leurs teneurs en fer.
Nous n'avons pas signal6 de grunerite. La sdquenceparag6n6tiquefayalite -+ greenalite -> minnesotai'te-+ quartz r6sulterait
d'une infiltration I environ 300oC d'une phase fluide hydrothermale trbs rdductrice et riche en fer au d6but, qui est par la suite
devenue progressivement plus siliceuse. Nous pr6sentons des donn6es thermodynamiques provisoires pour la greenalite, et nous
nous en servons pour construire des diagrammes pour le systdme FeO-SiO2-H2O ayant comme ru(esP-T--a(SiO). l,es relations
de phasesdans ce systdme se distinguent par leur topologie de celles dans le systbme analogue MgG-SiOr-HrO I cause de la
conservation de H2O au cours de Ia r6action talc + olivine = amphibole I Mg,Fe + serpentine, qui procede vers la droite avec
une augmentation du rapport Fe:Mg dans le systbme. Un 6chantillon contient, en plus de la greenalite, une serpendne I
dominance de fer dont la stoechiom€trie est celle d'une serpentile classique (Fe : Si = 3 : 2).
(Traduit par la R6daction)
Mots-cl4s: fayalite hydrothermale, greenalite, minnesotal'te,systbme FMSH, mins d'or de Overlook, Washington.

IvrnotucnoN
Fayalite is well known in plutonic and volcanic
igneous rocks ofhigh Fe:Mg ratio, such as ferrogabbro,
ferrodiorite, syenite, granite, granite pegmatite,
1E -m.ail address.' bwevans @u.washington.edu

granophyre, dacite and rhyolite. In metamorphic
rocks, fayalite is a product ofhigh-grade contact and
regional metamorphism of banded iron-formation
and high-(Fe/Nlg) igneous protoliths, where pressures
were lower than those required to replace favalite with
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Frc. 1. Index map of major struchrral and tectonic features of ttre southern terminus of the
Omineca Crystalline Belt. RG: Republic Graben, MCC: metamorphic core complex.

ferrosilite. At low to medium metamorphic grades,
fayalite is ordinarily excluded from iron-rich
metasedimentsfor two reasons:the presenceof quartz
and of an aqueous or carbonic pore fluid. Their
presenceresults instead in the formation of Fe-silicate
hydrates such as grunerite, minnesotaite, and
greenalite, and carbonates such as siderite and ankerite.
As a result, few occurrences of low- or mediumtemperature fayalite in metamorphic or hydrothermal
environments have been described. In those that have,
quartz is absent (or was at one time), and the olivine is
typically manganoan,in many casestephroite or in the
compositional range that has been called "knebelite"
(e.9., Russell 1946, Alpers 1980, Birch 1984). The
Bluebell Zn*Pb-Ag mine in southeastern British
Columbia (Fig. l) contains among the gangue minerals
a manganoaniron-rich olivine, Fara-tsTepn-.r(Gunning
1936, Shannon 1970, Mossman & Pawson 1976),
inferred to have formed by replacement of limestone
below 450oC (Ohmoto & Rye 1970). Manganoan
fayalite formed early, followed by sulfide - qvartz carbonate ore, together with manganoan minnesotaite
and greenalite. At the Overlook gold deposit in
northeastem Washington (Frg. 1), we have found nearly
end-member fayalite in similar parageneses, and
estimate temperatures of formation in the range
280 to 320"C. We believe this to be the lowest well-

documented temperature for the crystallization of
nearly end-member fayalite in nature. The occurrence
provides clues to the stability relations of fayalite and
helps confirm calculated phase-equilibria at low
temperatures for minerals in the system FeO-SiOrHrO. Because its thermodynamic properties are well
known (e.9., Robie er al. 1978, 1982,Thierry et al.
1981,Berman 1988,Holland & Powell 1990),fayalite
serves as a convenient thermodynamic reference-phase
for the less well characterized Fe-silicate hydrates, a
role that is enhanced by its stability over a very large
range in temperature.
At Overlook, the principal ore minerals (1.e.,
gold-hosting) are magnetite, pyrrhotite, and chalcopyrite, which formed in a Permian back-arc sea-floor
environment from exhaled hydrothermal fluid. The iron
silicate assemblage described in this paper postdates
formation of the iron oxides and sulfides, and is indirectly constrained by deposit-scalemesoscopic and
microscopic feafures to have formed during Eocene
magmatism and hydrothermal activity (Rasmussen
1993). Gold is distributed throughout the Overlook
deposit, without positive or negative correlation to the
iron silicate assemblages, which occur primarily in
massive magnetite zones (Fig. 2).
In this paper, we describe the geological setting
of the Overlook mine and the Fe-rich silicates of
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hydrothermal origin within it. The mineral assemblages, textures, sequences of parageneses, mineral
compositions, and temperature estimates provide
support for an origin at approximately 300'C in
initially quartz-undersaturated, carbonate-bearing
rocks, infiltrated by a highly reduced, compositionally
evolving hydrothermal fl uid.
Gnoloclcal

SerrNc

The Overlook gold deposit is one of four
gold-enriched volcanogenic massive magnetite-sulfi de
deposits on a stratigraphic horizon within lowergreenschist-facies metasedimentary rocks of the
Permian Attwood Formation (Rasmussen1993, 1995).
The Overlook deposit was mined in 1990-1992. The
Key East deposit (Lowe & Larson 1996) and the Key
West deposit were mined out in 1993. The Lamefoot
deposithas been mined since 1994.
The Attwood Formation (Chwch 1986, Fyles 1990,
1995) contains arc-derived clastic and carbonaterocks
of the Harper Ranch sub-terrane of Quesnellia

(tflheeleret al. 1991, Mongeret al. 1991,Nelsonet a/.
1995].,a terrane of oceanic and island-arc rocks
accretedto North America in early- to mid-Jurassic
time (Mongeret al. 1982).Quesnellian
rocksthathost
the Overlook depositare preservedin the Republic
Graben(Fig. 1), a north-trendingTertiary structure
15km acrossand 110km longthatseparates
two metamorphiccorecomplexesof the southernOminsca3.11
(On & Cheney1987,Parrishet al.1988).In tle vicinity
of the Republic Graben, the Attwood Formation
structurallyunderliesophiolitic rocks of the Knob Hill
Group (Church1986,Fyles 1990,1995,Cheney&
Rasmussen
1996).Regionally,theAttwoodFormation
is interpretedto have formed in a back-arcsetting
adjacentto a rising volcanic complex above a late
Paleozoicsubductionzone(Roback& Walker 1995).
At the Overlook site,Atnvood rocks areoverturnedby
fold-and-thrust deformation related to Jurassic
accretionandvertical rotation in the upperplate of the
Eocene Kettle Metamorphic Complex (Rasmussen
1993,Wingate& Irving 1994,Cheney& Rasmussen
1996).
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Geolocy or Ovpru-oor OREBoDy
The structural footwall of the overtumed Overlook
deposit (Fig. 2) consists of limestone overlain by
auriferous massive to semimassive magnetite and
pyrrhotite in a north-northwest-trending oblate body
200x75 me[ers in plan and 2-15 meters thick. Massive
ores are overlain by the stratigraphic footwall of the
deposit: fine-grained sulfidic, tuffaceous sediments
5-15 meters thick, with chert-pebble conglomeratesin
seams and lenses. The tuffaceous rocks are (structurally) overlain by a 100-200-meter section of pelitic
turbidites, greyrrackes and chert-pebble conglomerates.
Quartz-sulfide veinlets in rocks above stratiform
massive ore also host economic concentrationsof gold.
Similar veins at the Lamefoot mine represent Jurassic
(40Ar/3eAr*,i"i@= 197 x 3 Ma: Archibald 1996)
mesotlermal veining and sericitization of the original
footwall (Rasmussen1993, 1995).
The volcanogenic portion ofthe Overlook orebody
consists of massive magnetite, massive pyrrhotite, and
gradations between the two, with variable amounts
of gangue calcite, quartz and talc; these are locally
accompanied by greenalite, minnesotaiteofayalite (or
"iddingsite") and ilvaite. Massive magnetite ranges
from cryptically bedded, homogeneous early magnetite
to brecciated magnetite intergrown with iron silicate
minerals, calcite, and quartz. Late replacive magnetite
is pseudomorphic after fayalite and also occurs as
cross-cutting veins within silicate-rich early magnetite.
Layering in the unbrecciated, homogeneous magnetite
is defined primarily by subtle differences in modal
amount and grain size of magnetite. Magnetite-bearing
rocks constitute 75Vo of the massive portion of the
orebody. The assemblage of iron silicate minerals
fayalite, greenalite, and minnesotaite occurs paragenetically between brecciated early magnetite and late
replacive magnetite.
Massive pyrrhotite accounm for about 20Voof the
massive ore, and occurs as tabular to irregular, lensoid
bodies one to three meters thick and tens of meters long
at the stratigraphic base of the massive zone. The lenses
are>1OVopyrrhotite and exhibit thin layering defined
by interbeds of quartz and ferroan talc; folds in the
pyrrhotite are either tectonic or soft-sediment features.
The Overlook deposit is intruded by two sets of
post-mineralization dikes. The younger set consists
of biotite trachyandesite,the biotite of which has been
dated at 52.0 X 0.5 Ma (Archibald 1996: Lamefoot
deposit,40Ar/3eArlaser total fusion and step-heating).
The older dikes consist of sericite-carbonate-altered
hornblende diorite of undetermined age. We interpret
the iron silicate minerals described in this paper to have
formed during hydrothermal alteration of an oxide-rich
Permian volcanogenic massive sulfide deposit. The
hydrothermal process consisted of a broadly isothermal
series of reactions in which carbonate minerals were
replaced by fayalite and greenalite in rock consisting of

carbonateosulfide, and (early) magnetite. Increasing
hydrothermal enrichment of silica resulted in formation
of greenalite + minnesotaite followed by minnesotaite
+ quartz assemblages.Late quartz formed fracture-filling
veinlets and irregular embayments of the iron silicate
minerals.
Lowe & Larson (1996) argued that the massive
magnetite-sulfide deposits of the district are skarns
related to the intrusion of the biotite trachyandesite
dikes. Their interpretation is based on: (1) the occurrence of andradite and clinopyroxene in the massive
ores of the Key East deposit (located 2 km northeastof
Overlook) and (2) the trend ofdecreasing 6rsO values
in dike samples with decreasing distance from zones of
mineralization. However, the skarn model fails to account
for several lines ofevidence ildicating a seafloor origin
for the massive ores. These were described in
Rasmussen(1993) and include the following: (l) sedimentary layering in the massive ores, (2) base-metal
zonation from a Cu-rich base to Zn-rich top, (3)
chlorite - sericite - pyrite - chalcopyrite alteration
of felsic volcaniclastic footwall rocks, and (4) a
thick (6-9 m) conglomerate overlying the orebody
containing abundant clasts of gold-richayrrhotite and
magnetite. The calc-silicate minerals observed by
Lowe & Larson (1996) are possible analogues ofthe
Fe-silicate assemblage at Overlook (which includes
ilvaite). In this caseothe oxygen isotopic data at Key
East provide a possible link between the iron silicate
minerals at Overlook and the 52.0 + 0.5 Ma biotite
trachyandesiteintrusions. However, we cannot rule out
the possibility, especially in light of recent work on the
Bald Mountain massive sulfide deposit, Maine (Slack
et al. 1997,Foley et al. 1997), that the Overlook iron
silicates formed during late-stagehydrothermal alteration within the Permian oxide - sulfide - carbonare
seafloor mound,
IRox Sucerp

MrwBners

Fresh fayalite was identified in three drill cores in
the NW portion of the orebody (Fig. 2). The samples
occur in calcite-bearing magnetite-rich rock immediately below a contact with felsic volcaniclastic rock.
Distilctive pseudomorphs of "iddingsite", magnetite,
pyrrhotite, and ilvaite indicate that fayalite was formerly
more widespread in the magnetite-rich horizon. In hand
sample, small dark reddish brown circular to elongate
spots I to 10 mm in long dimension occur in a heterogeneous green to brown rock composed of magnetite,
pyrrhotite, greenalite, minnesotaite, calcite, ilvaite and
quartz. The reddish brown spots are concentrations of
"iddingsite" that in thin section are seen to have partially to completely replaced clusters of semiradiating
blades ofidiomorphic fayalite (Figs.3a, b, c) up to I
mm in length. The texture of the fayalite is identical to
that of the manganoan fayalite at the Bluebell mine
(Mossman& Pawson l976,Figs.3,4). The fayalite is
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Frc. 3. Back-scattered electron images of fayalite (Fa) - greenalite (Gre) - minnesotaite
(Min) assemblagesin magnetite-rich ore of the Overlook gold deposit. G1: interstitial
greenalite, G2: pseudomorphic greenalite, G3: matrix greenalite. a. Progressive
development of greenalite from interstitial to pseudomorphic and matrix textures
in sample 3U720. Note coarse Min replacing matrix Gre.

setin a matrix of an opticallypoorly resolvedmixture
of greenaliteandminnesotaite,
surrounded
by patchily
distributedcoarserminnesotaite,quartz, magnetite,
pyrrhotite,a-ndcalcite.Gruneritehasbeenlookedfor,
but not found. The chemographicrelationshipsand
low-pressure- low-temperaturecompatibilitiesamong
these minerals are shown projected in the ternary
systemFeO-SiO2-HrO(FSH)in Figure5.
The FSH mineralsclearly representa paragenetic
sequenceas,takentogether,they aretoo numerousto
representa frozen equilibrium. The distribution of
the minerals,their textures,and their compositions
(discussed
below)areconsistent
with the passage
of
large amounts of an evolving hydrothermal fluid.
Althoughthe texturalrelationsof fayaliteandmuchof
the calcitenow presentare ambiguous,it is believed
likely that the fayalite formed by replacementof
carbonateminerals (as at the Bluebell mine) in a
carbonate- magnetite- sulfide rock, andthat much of
the remaininginterstitialcarbonatewas subsequently
replacedby greenaliteand, later, by minnesotaite.

Growth of this interstitial greenalite preserved the
crystal faces of fayalite; in other words, for a time it
may be inferred that fayalite and greenalite were in
equilibrium. A later generation of greenalite partially
replaced the fayalite. Further infilration of hydrothermal
fluid partially converted interstitial greenalite to
minnesotaite, and a similar mixture of greenalite and
minnesotaite (pale green in thin section) invaded the
fayalite blades (or the pseudomorphic greenalite) and
formed in matrix areas outside the nests of fayalite.
Tlpically, liffle or nothing is left of the fayalite, but the
distinctive subparallel or semiradiating texfure of
prisms is preserved in several samples by combinations
of the pseudomorphic minerals greenalite, magnetite,
pyrrhotite, ilvaite, and "iddingsite". Greenalite-free,
somewhat coarser grains of minnesotaite a\d qtJafiz
appear to have coexisted in textural equilibrium
and represent a late stage in the evolution of the
hydrothermal fluid.
The composition of the fayalite as deterrnined with
the JEOL 733 microorobe at the Universitv of
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Frc. 3. Back-scattered electron images offayalite (Fa) - greenalite (Gre) - minnesotaite
(Min) assemblages in magnetite-rich ore of the Overlook gold deposit. Gl: interstitial
greenalite, G2: pseudomorphic greenalite, G3: matrix greenalite. b. Magnified part of a.

Washingtonvariesslightly 4mongthreesamples,but
is homogeneous
within samplesandconsistentlyvery
Fe-rich (Table 1). In termsof end-members,expressed
in mole percent,fayalite lies in the range95 to 98Vo,
forsterite1.5 to 3.0Eo,tephroite0.15 to 2.7Vo,and
larnite0 to O.2Vo.
The predominantserpentinemineralis greenalite,
asdeterminedby powderX-ray diffraction Q(RD) and
from the proportionsof Si to M (whereM = Fe + Mg +
Mn), thatis, Si/(Si* M) = ){"t = 0.428(Guggenheim
er
al. 1982). The greenalite occurs in three textural
settings with respectto the fayalite: "interstitial",
"pseudomorphico',
and "matrix" (Figs.3, 4), although
the chemicaland texturalcharacterof interstitialand
matrix areastendsto be continuouson tle microprobe
scale. The gradation from interstitial to matrix
greenalite correspondsto greater admixture with
minnesotaite(see below). Microprobe analyses,
conductedusing an electronbeam3 pm in diameter,
showthatthe interstitial"greenalite'o
hasvaluesof X5'
in the range0.43 to roughly 0.50 (Fig. 4), indicating
that it is a mixture of greenaliteand varying :rmounts
(&i = 0.571:Guggenheim& Eggleton
of minnesotaite
1986). Anhydrous analytical totals vary in a
correspondingmanner,from -88.0 to -92.OVo;the

Xru [Mg/(Ms + Fe + Mn)] suggeststhat greenalite,
with Xr, = 0.05, is mixed with minnesotaitewith
Xus= 0.14. T\e pseudomorphicgreenalitehas Xsi
valuestightlyresrrictedto 0.43to 0.45(Tablez,Fig.4),
which meansthat it containslittle, if any, admixed
minnesotaite.Anhydroustotals average88.57o,and
the Xy, equals0.05, which is distinctly higher than
theoriginalolivine(0.015to 0.03).TlJiematrixmateial
yielded no spot analysesthat could be interpretedas
geenalitn,but insteadtheanalysesdefinea curved
IOOVo
mixing trend(Fig. 4) extendingfrom the "interstitial"
greenaliteto a minnesotaiteend-memberof composition X", = 0.30 and 95Voanalyticaltotal (anhydrous
basis).XRD analysisof the matrix material with a
Gandolfi cameraby S. Guggenheimand R. Skirrow
at Australian National University (S. Guggenheim,
written co[rmun.,May 1991;seealsoGuggenheim&
Eggleton 1998)confinned that the matrix is a mixture
of minnesotaiteand greenalite.The overall curyed
mixing trend for interstitial and matrix material
Grg. a) may be interpretedin at leasttwo ways:(1) it
representsthe progressivereplacementof greenaliteby
minnesotaitedueto infiltration by a hydrothermalfluid
evolvingto higherSi andMg contents,or (2) muchof
the interstitial greenaliteis a mixed-layercomposite
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Ftc. 3. Back-scattered electron images of fayalite (Fa) - greenalite (Gre) - minnesotaite
(Min) assemblages in magnetite-rich ore of the Overlook gold deposit. G l: interstitial
greenalite, G2: pseudomorphic greenalite, G3: matrix greenalite. c. Cross-cutting
phases in sample 9-660 demonstrating the progression Fa to Gre to Min.
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TABLE I. COMFOSITIONOF OLTVINEAT.{DILVAIT4
OVERI,OOKGOLD DBPOSIT,WASIIINGTON
Smole no. 3G720
Spotiarrlyz€d 5

9560
14

19-821
E3

SiO2
AlzQ
FeO*r
Ii,tDO
lvleo
CaO
Tolal

29.44
0.@
70.03
O.22
0.66
0.07
1m.42

29.45

si
Ar
Fe
lvh
Ms
Ca-

0.992
0.0@
1.974
0.006
0.033
0.m2

o.994
0.001
t.9t2
0.040
0.056
0.003

0.989
0.000
1.959
0.017
0.044

%tu
qo@p
?ofo
%la

98.0
0.3
1.6
0.1

9s.l
2.O
2.8
0.1

96.9
0.8
2.2
0.1

o.u2

67.76
1.38
l.lI
0.09
99.81

29.29
0.00
69.3't
0.61
0.88
0.04
l@.t9

lV1rA

9-6@
I

28.U
0.@
53.07
0.?a
0.t4
.13.31
95.67

29,40
0.m
51.15
0.91
0.10
t3.20
94.76

1.968
0.@
3.029
0.016
0.014
0.n3

2.U)2
0.@
2.943
0.052
0.010
0.n3

Aomic Foportim*

o.ou2

Tbsdeutoa-oimpobe malls re mied or.ca ths Utrilmity of Wastitrgloo,
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of greenalite and minnesotaite; the X1a, of the
minnesotaite interlayers may for crystal-structure
reasons be lower than the physically separate
minnesotaite, hence the curved or "dogJeg" nature of
the mixing trend. The coarser grain-size of the sheet
silicates in sample 19-821 allowed a clearer disfinction
between interstitial greenalite and matrix minnesotaite.
In sample 30-720, some of the pseudomorphic
serpentine was found to possessa set of distinctly
lower Xr; values, from 0.38 to 0.40 (Table 2, Fig. ).
This composition would seem to correspond to an iron
analogue of ideal serpentine Mg3Si2O5(OH)a,in other
words a possible iron analogue of lizardite or iron
analogue of chrysotile (the Ni analoguesare known as
the minerals n6pouite and pecoraite). Both types of
pseudomorphic serpent:ne,the greenalite and the iron
serpentine, have anhydrous analytical totals in the
range 88 to 89Vo.The iron serpentine and greenalite are
intergrown on a scale barely resolvable by electron
microprobe, and minnesotaite is absent from these
intergrowths. Possibly this apparently rare alteration of
fayalite to iron-rich serpentine rather than greenalite
reflected a local fluid of lower silica activity, perhaps
an earler fluid. Thus, the iron serpentine and greenalite
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TABLE2. COMPOSMONOFSERPENTINEANDGREENALIIEPfIEUMMORPIIS,ATIIDMINNESOTAITE
OVERITmK COLD DEPOSrI, WASHINGTOII
Fe-serp.psud3G.120
l8

Smple no.
Spotsualy4d
Si02
AIA
Feo
l'4qO
It4gO
CaO
Hzo*
Tool

EEnalite |MdomoDbs
3U7Zd
9:660
19{21
34
t6
t2

31.44
0.01
54.51
0.08
2.38
0.08
9.61
98.2r

3s.32
0.m
5l,5
o.22
t;79
0.10
9.98
98.67

36.82
0.05
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here may be analogous to the magnesian serpentines,
antigorite and chrysotile, in the sense of having an
infened temperature-range of stable coexistence of the
two species (Evans er al. 1976). Further characteization of the iron serpentine by TEM is planned.
Nests of nearly greenalite-free minnesotaite occur
in parts of the matrix in the fayalite-bearing rocks
(Fig. 3c). Electron-microprobe analyses(Table 2) show
Xs values close to 0.57 and Xru ranging up to as much
as 0.46. Next to quaftz, the minnesotaite is free of
gleenalite.
We infer the red "iddingsite" pseudomorphic
replacement of fayalite to be very late in the alteration
sequence.It appearsto be predomhantly a ferric-ironbearing material, giving consistent elechon-microprobe
analyses with X* in the range 0.50 to 0.55. Its XM" is
smaller than the greenalite and is identical to that of the
fayalite; it contains variable amounts of Ca (0.4
to l.3Vo CaO), Na (O to O.6EoNa2O),and tracesof K.
The X., corresponds neither to a 2:l sheet silicate
(talc-pyrophyllite type) nor to a trioctahedral 1:1
serpentine, but suggestsinstead a dioctahedral 1: 1 sheet
silicate with the composition Fer*rSirO5(OH)a,which
would be a ferric iron analogue of kaolinite. The
presence of shrinkage cracks on the polished section
and anhydrous analysis totals that have varied from 91
to 82Vo over trme suggest that it is a ferrian analogue of
a halloysitic type of clay mineral, capableof accommodating variable amounts of absorbed interlayer HrO,
and large-radius cations. Additional characterization
work by TEM is in progress.
Fllu

INcluslol.ts

T$o-phase, apparently primary HrO inclusions in
the calcite matrix to fayalite and in late quartz provide
a means of brackering the sequenceand hence possible
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llll

I
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I
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Temperatureof Homogenlzatlon ( b)
FIc.6. Histogramsof homogenizationtemperafl[es(T") of
fluid inclusions.Upper chartdisplaysTt1of fluid inclusionsin calcitelocally replacedby iron silicateminerals;
lower chartcontainsTp valuesfrom inclusionsin quartz
that overprintsthe iron silicateassemblages.

temperature of formation of the iron-rich silicates
including the fayalite. The small size of the inclusions
(<15 pm), the presence of abundant metalliferous
microscopic and submicroscopic "debris", and a high
density of annealedand unannealedfractures rendered
impossible any sort of reliable freezing-heating
measurementsin either calcite or quartz, and made it
difficult to distinguish primary from other types of
inclusions. On the other hand, liquid-vapor homogenization measurements were possible. As illustrated in
Figure 6, 14 of 15 heating measuremeDtsin calcite
believed to have preceded crystallization of fayalite +
greenalite indicate homogenization temperatures from
280 to 310'C, and 2O of 25 measurementsin quartz
that crvstallized after favalite + sreenalite indicate
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temperatures between 280 and 320"C; those above
320oC are possibly due to the entrapment of two-phase
fluids, although other evidence of boiling is absent.
Many of the inclusions are large and unambiguously
primary in appearance.
OxYGENIsorops TIfiRMoMETRY
Measurement of the fractionation of oxygen
isotopes between quartz and late magnetite, both of
which on textural grounds formed after the fayalite,
provide an additional constraint on temperature. Two
samples of quartz and magnetite from different
size-fractions of fayalite-bearing sample OLC 3V720
were separatedby magnetic methods and analyzed for
180/160following the methods of Clayton & Mayeda
(1963). The purity of quartz fractions was estimated at
99Vo, and that of magnetite, at 95-98Vo (H. Krueger,
written commun., 1992). Results relative to SMOW
were: quartz 6tEO- 16.85 + 0.5%oand magnetite 6180
= -3.0 :t0.6%o, thus A'8O = 19.85 + 0.65Voo.
This value
indicates an equilibrium temperature offractionation of
about 280 + 10"C (Matthews et al. 1983) or 290 + 6"C
(Cfuba et al. 1989). Becausetextural evidence suggests
a protracted period of post-fayalite crystallization
of magnetite and quartz, these determinations of
temperature may be questionable in light of the
possible paragenetic separation of quartz and
magnetite. Nevertheless,they are consistentwith those
obtained from the fluid inclusions. Furthermore, there
are no indications from any source of substantially
higher temperaturesat the time of fayalite growth.
Benovnrnv
Possible metamorphic pressure exerted on the
massive sulfide portions of the Overlook orebody was
recordedby the FeS content of sphaleritein equilibrium
with pyrite and pyrrhotite, using the equations of
Toulmin & Barton (1964) and the method of Scott
(1973) and Hutchinson & Scott (1981). Measurements
of Xn"s by electron microprobe on 24 grains of
sphalerite in textural equilibrium with pyrite and
pyrrhotite (Rasmussen1993) showed a mean value of
19.77 mole Vo,from which we infer P,* = 0.77 X0.3
kbar. A rounded-off estimate of one kbar is adopted in
some of the phase-equilibrium diagrams that follow.
PHasBEeunmnre
Low-temperature, low-pressure phase relations in
the system FeO-SiO2-H2O (FSH) can be expected to
differ from those in the much more thoroughly studied
system MgO-SiO2-H2O (MSH), as the FSH sheet
silicates minnesotaite and greenalite take the place
of their MSH counterparts talc and antigorite or
chrysotile. The exchange of Fe for Mg is accompanied
by an increasing degree of size misfit between the
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layers of tenahedraand octahedrain the sheetsilicates,
and, although this problem is alleviated by the
development of modulated structures (Guggenheim &
Eggleton 1988), the stabilities ofthe sheet silicates are
neverthelessdiminished.
Thermodynamic data are available for the minerals
fayalite, ferrosilite (Berman 1988, and referencestherein),
grunerite (Ghiorso et al. 1995), and minnesotaite
(Evans & Guggenheim 1988, Lattard &Evans L992).
Some rough constraints on the thermodynamic properties
ofgreenalite may be derived from diverse sources, as
follows. First, we adopt an averageend-memberfonnula
of Fe2.sSi2.1Or(OH)abased on natural greenalite
(Guggenheim et al. 1982). The cell dimensions of
Sierra de Carlagenagreenalite (391 43: Guggenheim er
aI. 1982) may be extrapolated and converted to an
end-member molar volume of 119.8 smr; a 298 K
entropy is estimated after the method of Holland
(1989), and heat-capacitycoefficients, after Bennan &
Brown (1985). T\e298 K enthalpy may be constrained
from the following: (1) greenalite from Sierra de
Cartagena(mole fractions Fe = 0.84, Mg = 0.13, Mn =
0.03) was successfully reacted to fayalite (Fe = 0.92,
Mg = 0.08) + quafiz + H2O (a metastable reaction) in
46 days at 415"C and 2 kilobars in a cold-seal rod
bomb in reconnaissanceexperimental work in 1981 al
the University of British Columbia by B.W. Evans and
M. Engi (unpublished); (2) no grunerite formed in
the Overlook deposit, from which we infer that the
grunerite tenninal reaction: greenalite + minnesotaite =
grunerite + H2O exceeds 300oC for the compositions
of Overlook greenalite (-95Vo Fe end-member) and
minnesotaite (-86Va Fe end-member), thereby
permitting the paragenetic sequence at Overlook
(Fa + Gre -+ Gre + Min + Min + Qtz) to exclude
grunerite, and (3) the reaction: greenalite + quartz =
miirnesotaite+ HrO in contact-metamorphosedbanded
iron-formation proceeds a[ about l50oC, an average
based on several field srudies, as reviewed, for
example, in Miyano (1978). The thennodynamic data
adopted for these FSH minerals, consistent with those
ofBerman (1988), including very provisional values
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("C)
Temperature
Frc. 7. Calculated P-T phase diagram of the system FeGSiO2-H2O at low temperatures. Full lines, pure FSH
phases; dashed lines, Overlook compositions (see text).
Reaction l: Gru = Fa + Qtz + HrO. Abbreviations as in
Figure 5.

Fo
+
En

Per+Fo

for greenalite, are given with their sources in Table 3.
These data predict the metastablereaction of Sierra de
Cartagena greenalite to fayalite + quartz + H2O to be at
about 380"C at 2 kilobars.
A P-T phase diagram showing relationships in the
system FeO-SiO2-HrO among fayalite, greenalite,
grunerite, minnesotaite, quartz, and H2O calculated
using these thermodynamic data and GEO-CALC
software (Brown et al. 1988) is given in Figure 7.
The T - X.; diagrams of Figure 8 and the T - !tu"rr-,
diagram of Figure 9 permit visualization of the basic
differences in phase relationships between the FSH
and MSH systemsunder conditions of H2O saturation.
Figures 8, 9, and 10 are constructed for a pressrue of
1 kilobar; in the range 0.5 to 3 kbar, pressurehas little
effect on the temperature of the reaction curves. The
diminished stability especially of talc (relative to
amphibole, quartz, and H2O), causedby an increase in
results in an isobaric invariant point [Opx,Qtz]
FF"r*.rg*r,
in the system FMSH (Fig. 9) where serpentine, talc or
minnesotaite, FeMg-amphibole, olivine, and HrO
coexist. This isobaric invariant point corresponds to the
H2O-conservedreaction: olivine + talc or minnesotaite
= MgFe-amphibole + serpentine; the left-hand side of
this reaction is stable in Mg-rich systemssuch as meta-
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Frc. 9. T - pFeM&, for the systemFMSH at I kilobar, H2o-saturated.Mineral abbreviationsasin Figure 5; Srp: antigorite
or greenalite,Amp: anthophylliteor grunerite.The straight-Iinerelationshipsarea fust approximationto what arein many
casesequilibriawith both first- andsecond-order
transitionsamongthe minerals,andslightly changingstoichiometry.

morphosed ultramafic rocks, whereas the right-hand
side is stable in Fe-rich systems such as hydrothermal
deposits and, potentially, quartz-ftee meta-ironstones.
These changes in compatibilities are consistent with
shifts due to the mass-action law according to the relative
Fe:Mg ratios of the minerals in exchange equilibrium.
To eliminate the invariant point, and render phase
relations in FSH topologically the same as in MSH
(e.9., Yoder 1957, Burt 1972) would require the upper
stability limit of greenalite to have been overestimated
here by approximately 90'C; this would rule out
greenalite at Overlook at 300'C. Whereas in the system
MSH, the stabiliry limit of talc exceeds that of
serpentine (antigorite) by some 200oC, in the system
FSH, according to our calculations, the upper thermal
limits of minnesotaiteand greenaliteare nearly identical
(Figs. 7, 8, 9). Conditions of silica undersaturation
are basic in extending the stabilities of fayalite (downtemperature) and greenalite (up-temperature).
A possible oxygen-conserved, Iow-temperature
terminal reaction for fayalite in the FSH system (Fig. 8,

to greenalite + the iron analogue of brucite?) has not
yet been established.
Added to Figures 7 and 10 are equilibrium curves
displaced from their FSH locations according to
the typical (Xo) compositions of minerals at Overlook,
namely: olivine Fa 0.98, Gru 0.93 (estimated from
Mg/Fe partitioning data, Ghiorso et al. 1995), Min
0.86, Gre 0.95, adopting Raoult's Law activities for
internal consistency in the absenceof activity-composition data for minnesotaite and greenalite. According
to these calculations, greenalite + minnesotaite is more
stable than grunerite + H2O for Overlook compositions
at temperaturesbelow 315oCoassuming a pressureof I
kilobar. Increasing Mg:Fe ratios raise this temperature
limit. In addition, the assemblagefayalite + greenalite
is stable below 340'C, this being the low-temperature
limit for fayalite + grunerite + H2O (Figs. 7, 9).
Between -l7O"C and 315oC, fayalite, greenalite,
minnesotaite, and quartz constitute the binary anhydrous FeO-SiO2 chemography (Fig. 9), permitting this
paragenetic sequence to be realized isothermally in the
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standardstate.Full lines, pure FSH phases;dashedlines, Overlookcompositions.
Arrow is inferredchangein fluid compositionat Overlook.

T - a(SiO) diagram(Fre. 10)asa resulrof infilrrarion
by an increasingly SiOr-rich hydrothermal fluid.
At Overlook, the quartz-magnetiteisotope-inferred
temperatures
and the inclusionhomogenizationtemperaturessuggesta temperaturecloseto 300"C for this
event. Maintenanceof these mineral assemblages
requires,of course,thatthefluid be exhemelyreducing,
with log flOr) at 300oCless than QFM conditions
of -35.7 (Frost1991),or evenlower,sincea(SiO) < 1.
The alterationof fayalite to "iddingsite" is a totally
separateeventrecordingthe subsequent
introductionof
muchmoreoxidizing,near-surface
meteoricfluids.
ORIcD.r
oF IRoNSntcerrs ATTr{EOvERLooK
OnBsoov
Fayalite and related iron-rich silicatesare interpretedto be the productof hydrothermalalterationof a

carbonate-bearing rock at a temperature of -300'C.
The presenceof calcite implies a certain minimrm, but
extremely low, COz-activity in the fluid at the site of
alteration, much lower, as calculations would suggest,
than the COr-activity needed to stabilize siderite rather
than fayalite. The fluid must initially have been very
SiO2-poor and very reduced. Texturally laler greenalite,
minnesotaite, and quartz comprise a paragenetic
sequence corresponding to increasing SiO, in the infiltrating fluid. Temperature - activity (SiOr) relations in
the FSH system, with allowance for minor Mg, permit
this sequence to form isothermally at 300oC and a
pressure of about a kilobar (Fig. l0). In this
metasomatic environment, the coexistence of fayalite
with greenalite, and of greenalite with minnss6taite, ig
possible only at specifltc values of SiO2-activity, at
constant T, R and a(H2O). Such conditions may have
been of some duration, depending on the rate of influx
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of silicain solution.The modelreactionsinvolvedare:
14FerSiOo
+ 7 (Siot"q +20IJ'O
Fa
= 10 Fez.sSiz
rOs(OH)+
Gre
150 Fe*Si2,O5(OH)4+ 245 (SiO2)""
Gre

(1)

(2)

= 140 FqSi+Or.u(OH)r.*+ 104 H2O
Min
The growth of minnesotaite, and possibly also the
greenalite, was accompanied by an increase in the Mg:Fe
ratio of the introduced fluid. In this respect, our
hydrothermal paragenetic sequence differs from that
expected in the alteration of fayalite in pegmatites to
low-temperature hydrous iron silcates (e.g., Ianeczek

r989).
Ilvaite is likely to have formed as a consequence of
the enrichment in the pore fluid of SiO, or increase in
H2O{CO1 or both, according to the oxygen-conserved
reaction:
3 Fe"SiOo+2FqOa + 4 CaCO3+ 5 (SiOr* +2H2O (3)
Fa
Mag
Cal
= 4 CaFesSizOe(OH)+ 4 (COr*
Ilv
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